
The Geological History of the Earth in Early times 
 
When did life appear?  To explore this question we will be focusing on the very 
early history of Earth, during the Precambrian. 
 
We actually divide Precambrian into 3 periods, the Hadean (4.6 to 3.9 billion years 
ago), the Archean (3.9 bya to 2.5 bya) and the Proterozoic (2.5 bya- Cambrian) 
 
Then, all periods from the Cambrian to the present are called Phanerozoic time. 
 
I.  Hadean 
 
The Hadean period is the period of the earth’s formation.  Very little is known 
about this period, because it is earlier than most of the rocks and minerals that we 
can find on earth.  Some meteorites and lunar rocks date to this time period, but 
again, they don’t offer too much information about what the young earth was like.  
We know that the earth’s surface was molten for part of its early history, but 
sometime over its first 800 million years the surface became solid.  This marks the 
beginning of the next geological period. 
 
II.  Archaean 
 
The earliest rocks found on earth date from the Archaean period.  (3.9 to 2.5 bya). 
The patchy distributions of rock from the Archaean period can only be interpreted 
by specialized geologists.  That’s because rocks from this time period defy the 
principle of uniformitarianism.  The depositional environments were dramatically 
different from today’s. 
 
To begin with, there was little or no oxygen in the atmosphere.  There was very 
little life in the Archaen sea, and none on land.  The earth was younger, hotter, and 
had more energy than it does today. 
 
The greater energy certainly meant more volcanic activity:  eruptions were more 
violent or happened more frequently.  The crust was thinner, and patches of 
continental crust above sea level were smaller.  All the crust was initially 
composed of igneous rock – heavy, dense basalts on the ocean floors, and lighter 
igneous rocks on continental crusts.   
 
By 4 billion years ago, these rocks began to erode, and over time other types of 
rock began to form.  The rock cycle as we know it came into being at some point 



during the Archean era.  Archean rocks are still present in part of North America – 
a few rocks are distributed in central Canada and the northern center of the United 
States.   
 
For many years scientists thought that life couldn't have developed until large 
comets and meteorites stopped pummeling the planet about 3.8 billion years ago. 
Before then, conditions were thought to be too hellish to permit evolution of fragile 
cells.  
 
III.  Possible Locations of Archaean Life: 
 
1.  Earth's oldest sedimentary rocks, from southwestern Greenland, 
contain chemical fingerprints of complex cells at least 3.86 billion years old. These 
are only traces – the rocks contain carbon 13 and carbon 12 isotopes in a 
proportion similar to modern life.  However, since carbon isotope ratios in the 
atmosphere have changed substantially over time, this may be a red herring.  The 
Greenland deposits and others nearly as old are frustratingly vague because they 
were crushed by colliding continents and buried deep underground.  
  
2.  Better evidence for early life comes from Australia, in the Warrawoona 
formation.  In a rock known as the Apex Basalt, trace fossils similar to living 
cyanobacteria are found.  The Apex Basalt is 3.5 bya.   
 
The early life appearing during the Archaean is classified as Archaebacteria or 
Archaea, and some members of this group are still alive on earth today.  Many are 
extremophiles – they tolerate intense heat and pressures that other life cannot 
tolerate.  All Archeans are anoxic- they do not use oxygen to produce energy, and 
most die in the presence of oxygen.  Archaeans are prokaryotic – that is, they are a 
single cell, enclosed by a cell wall, but they lack a membrane bound nucleus.  
Archean DNA is arranged in a ring, like the Bacteria that would evolve later.  It is 
not arranged in chromosomes.  All Archeans reproduce asexually by division. 
 
The most important type of archean life was the stromatolites. 
 
Half dead, half alive, stromatolites represent a partnership between 
microorganisms and rock. The spongy coating is made of cyanobacterial filaments 
that secrete a sticky mucus. Grains of sediment get trapped in the mucus and stick 
together to form a crust of rock. As the filaments grow longer, they trap more 
sediment and add a new layer to the exterior. What's left on the inside is dead 
stone.   



 

 
Stromatolite Fossil 3.5 billion years   Artists picture of an Archaean sea 
old, from Australia     full of stromatolites 
 
Stromatolites invented photosynthesis, and began to change the world.  
Stromatolites flourished for a long time by poisoning the ocean with oxygen, an 
extremely toxic gas to other bacteria and archaeans. At first those life forms didn't 
have to deal with this poison because the atmosphere and ocean held almost no 
free oxygen. The oxygen that stromatolites produced through photosynthesis 
stunted the growth of other microbes, enabling the stromatolites to capture the 
choicest sites in shallow water with the best exposure to the sun.  
 
Oxygen levels in the Archaean had been less that 1% of present levels in the 
atmosphere, but by about 1.8 billion years ago, oxygen levels were greater than 
15% of present levels and rising.   
 
It may seem strange to call this a "pollution crisis," since most of the organisms 
that we are familiar with not only tolerate but require oxygen to live. However, 
oxygen is a powerful degrader of organic compounds.  
 
Even today, many bacteria and protists are killed by oxygen. Organisms had to 
evolve biochemical methods for rendering oxygen harmless. 
 
Archeans appear between 4 billion and 3.5 billion years ago, and Eubacteria, 
or the “true bacteria” appeared shortly thereafter.  Eubacteria invented aerobic 
respiration, a way of using the harmful chemical oxygen for respiration and to 
produce energy. 
 



Bacteria that use oxygen are turbo charged. While anaerobic bacteria produce only 
2 units of energy by fermenting a gram of sugar, aerobic bacteria use oxygen to 
squeeze 36 units of energy from the same amount of raw material.  
 
This energy advantage of some Eubacteria would allow them to outcompete many 
archeans – as time passed, archeans became rarer until finally they were excluded 
to extreme places where other life didn’t follow.  A few stromatolites persist today, 
in a shallow bay in Australia known as Shark Bay.  However, aerobic organisms 
would begin to dominate the world. 
 
IV.  Proterozoic 
 
During the Proterozoic, conditions became more similar to those existing today.  
Life began to increase in the seas, and by the Cambrian period, life is suddenly 
abundant. Near the beginning of the Proterozoic, stable continents first appeared 
and began to enlarge, a long process taking about a billion years.   
 
During the Proterozoic, oxygen levels continued to increase.  We have evidence 
for global increases in oxygen levels in the form of banded iron formations (BIF).  
BIFs are rocks that contain layers of oxidized iron, easily identified by its rusty red 
color.  This tells us that there was ample oxygen in the atmosphere because it was 
causing chemical changes in the rocks. 
 

 
This is a piece of banded iron formation.  The red streaked layers of oxidized iron 
are easily visible.  Although this rock formed as a sedimentary rock, with the 
layers of iron deposited flat, the rock became metamorphosed in the collision of 
two continents, to produce this foliated (wavy) appearing metamorphic rock. 



V.  The First Eukaryotes 

The beginning of the Proterozoic may also have been the beginning of the 
Eukaryotes.  The earliest evidence of Eukaryote fossils comes from 2.2 to 2.7 bya.  
These are molecular trace fossils, the biochemical residue left behind by eukaryotic 
cells.  At least, we believe that they were eukaryotic – 2 reasons: 

- they are bigger than any prokaryotes known today, and similar in size to one cell 
eukaryotes 
- the chemical traces suggest that organelles were present. 
 
What are Eukaryotes? 
 
Eukaryotic cells are present in all living things except archaeans and bacteria.  
Eukaryotic cells have many kinds of membrane bound internal structures.  The 
most important, and usually the largest and easiest to see or identify is the nucleus.  
The work eukaryote means “true nucleus”, while prokaryote means “without a 
nucleus”. 
 
Prokaryotic organisms survived by consuming dissolved nutrients in the water.  
Eukaryotic organisms can have more complex predatory and digestion habits.  The 
success of eukaryotic organisms may have heavily depended on their ability to 
cooperate rather than compete with prokaryotic organisms.   
 
Eukaryotic cells harbor stowaways- prokaryotic organisms that live entirely within 
the eukaryotic cell and carry out tasks that provide a benefit to the eukaryotic cell.  
The relationship is symbiotic, since both the prokaryote and eukaryote benefit.   
 
The prokaryote benefits from a safe environment without predators, while the 
eukaryote generally gains nutrients, food, or energy from the prokaryote.  Because 
the prokaryotic cell lives within the eukaryote, the symbiotic relationship is called 
endosymbiosis. 
 
Mitochondria are energy producing cells found in every single cell of your body.  
They are the remnants of oxygen breathing bacteria that invaded eukaryotic cells 
perhaps two billion years ago and have remained ever since.  Plants harbor an 
additional stowaway. Their photosynthetic ability comes from former 
cyanobacteria that now reside inside plant cells as sunlight-powered factories 
called chloroplasts.  
 



Fossil Eukaryotes 
 
The early eukaryotes left behind tiny one-celled fossils that look like saggy beach 
balls under the microscope. For millions of years, cells remained smooth globes, 
with few new species appearing.  Evolution seemed to be proceeding in slow 
motion.  
 
Between l.2 billion and 1 billion years ago the pace picked up dramatically as 
dozens of species developed. Some had knobby coatings; others, slender spikes or 
stout horns. One of the sparks for this biological revolution may have been the 
origin of sexual reproduction.  
 
Prokaryotes could only evolve slowly, through mutations during the process of cell 
division.  Introducing sex allows genetic material to get changed around far more 
rapidly, and this may explain why cells suddenly become more diverse. Finally, at 
the very end of the proterozoic, eukaryotic cells began to combine to form more 
complex organisms. 
 

VI.  Late Proterozoic Life: The Ediacaran Fauna 

Ediacaran Fauna, also from Australia 
 
Ediacara -the first large multicelled organisms to dominate Earth. Reaching as 
much as three feet across, these pivotal species lived between 600 million and 540 
million years ago, at the close of the Precambrian. Their appearance ended 
three million years of domination by bacteria and other organisms too small to see.  
The Ediacaran fossils range in shape from spoked wheels and miniature anchors to 
ribbons and lettuce-like forms.  
 
Scientists initially proclaimed them jellyfish and worms- the long-sought 
ancestors of the creatures that slither, scuttle, and soar the globe today. They 
thought that the 3 major metazoan groups that appear early on -- the sponges, the 
cnidarians, and the worms are all represented at Ediacara. 
 
It was thought that swarms of jellyfish were swept in from open water and buried 
quickly.  Some of the supposed jellyfish were extremely large -- indirect evidence 
that there were no large predators -- soft bodied organisms are usually small and 
stealthy to escape predation.  Worm burrows and pellets are also present.   
 



But new finds and alternative ideas are toppling those old assumptions.  Some of 
the Ediacaran fossils were undoubtedly small, mobile animals- the oldest known 
representatives of our own kingdom. Others, though, belonged to a bizarre array of 
flat bodied species that flourished briefly and then disappeared, leaving so few 
clues that paleontologists don't know how to classify them.    
 
No Ediacaran Animal had hard parts.  Hard parts first appear in the Cambrian, as 
part of what we call the Cambrian Explosion 
 
VII.  The Cambrian Explosion:  Evolution’s Big Bang 
 
What is so remarkable about the Cambrian explosion?  It’s the sudden appearance 
of hard parts, teeth, claws and the like.  Just as extraordinary is the fact that almost 
all phyla that currently exist on earth were also found in the early Cambrian.  
 
Why the sudden evolution of hard parts?  2 hypotheses: 
 
1.  predation -- environments with top predators have more diversity -- this 
diversity is a result of different strategies to escape predation.   
• large size 
• chemical defense (poisons) 
• change in life habits 
• body protection -- armor or spines 
These are all ways to protect against predators.  Predation had evolved before the 
Cambrian, in predatory bacteria, but the evolution of large, multicellular creatures 
could have made predation a more important selective pressure favoring hard parts. 
 
2.  oxygen levels -- an animal could not secrete a thick shell (which impedes 
respiration) unless there was plenty of oxygen in the ocean, which doesn’t occur 
until Cambrian times.  Also, an increase in available oxygen could have helped 
sluggish animals to behave more energetically, including faster movement.   
 


